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 executive Summary

The United States Food and drug administration (Fda) is finalizing a regulation that will require all medical 
devices sold in the U.S. to adhere to standards of labeling as well as provide device attributes for inclusion 
in a Global Unique device Identification database (GUdId). 

the fDa states that the main purpose of this regulation is to improve patient safety and to facilitate medical 
device recalls. However, additional benefits can be gained through an effective adoption and integration of 
unique device identifiers (UDi) into logistics and materials management systems. Benefits of labeling medical 
devices range from improved inventory control tracking and savings from integration of medical device 
identifiers into electronic health records (eHr), to improved billing and more efficient location of expired or 
recalled medical devices throughout the supply chain, among others. 

the fDa is planning a phased approach for adoption based on medical device class, with class iii devices, 
and devices considered life sustaining or implantable, in the first phase. this will be a major undertaking for 
most medical device manufacturers that are currently self-regulating in the identification of their products. 
although the fDa regulation is directed at manufacturers of medical devices, distributors and providers within 
the healthcare market will also require an adoption process in order to utilize UDi.

to determine the progress of UDi adoption within the healthcare industry, Booz allen Hamilton conducted an 
analysis to examine the headway that has been made to date by manufacturers, distributors, and providers. 
By gathering independent and non-attributable information on the progress of UDi adoption and other 
proposed uses of UDi from manufacturers, distributors, and providers, this analysis offers valuable insight and 
information for decision makers contemplating UDi adoption for their own organization.

Booz allen distributed a UDi online survey via collaboration partners and online forums. the survey was open 
from December 2012 until January 2013. additionally, the team conducted in-depth phone interviews from 
october 2012 until January 2013 in order to address more specific topics surrounding UDi.

Respondent demographics 

Surveyed respondents were recruited through industry associations, referrals, and direct contact resulting in 
a wide range of organization types and sizes and providing a broad perspective on trends and experiences 
related to adopting the fDa’s proposed UDi regulation. the rate of adoption indicates that respondents may 
have been biased towards UDi adoption as the adoption rate reported was very high, with 95 percent of 
manufactures and 80 percent of distributors and providers in the process of adoption. although our results 
may potentially present slightly higher UDi adoption rates than the overall industry, the study results reflect 
the experience and opinions of organizations adopting UDi that are applicable across the board.

data Standards

the fDa has not dictated a single data standard for manufacturers to use for UDi labeling and instead has 
allowed all international Standards organization’s (iSo)-approved standards to be used. medical devices are 
primarily labeled by one of two data standards organizations: GS1 or Health industry Business communication 
council (HiBcc). 
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although HiBcc has its history and origin in the medical device industry, GS1 has appealed to many 
manufacturers and their customers as the globally accepted solution. Study results indicate GS1 is favored 
by larger manufacturers, while HiBcc is favored by smaller manufacturers, with some manufacturers opting to 
use both.

Information Technology

manufacturers, distributors, and providers have different expectations of the fDa’s UDi database, which 
will house the UDi and corresponding medical device attributes. manufacturers see some of the preliminary 
fDa-listed attributes as proprietary and feel that they should not be made available for public access, while 
distributors and providers—group purchasing organizations (GPo) in particular—see benefits from the 
access to the GUDiD for purposes of pricing and manufacturer comparison with a potential link to insurance 
reimbursements.

although the fDa’s UDi labeling requirement mandates human-readable formats, the ability to scan UDi 
barcodes remains important for adoption. Study results indicate more than two-thirds of all healthcare 
industry organizations surveyed are using some level of automatic identification and data-capture technology 
ranging from one-dimensional (1D) barcodes to radio-frequency identification (rfiD). to support UDi adoption 
and labeling requirements, many manufacturers, distributors, and providers also expect to modify or replace 
their information technology (it) management systems, including their enterprise resource planning (erP), 
inventory, and barcode systems. 

Customer Requirements

the survey results showed that manufacturers are already receiving requests and expect more to come for the 
use of UDi, primarily for labeling medical devices with UDi, but also for listing UDi on catalog and marketing 
materials and on order documentation. this was confirmed in interviews with GPos that indicated they 
are requesting or mandating suppliers to adopt UDi; in some cases they are even requiring a specific data 
standard, indicating it will be a requirement in the future to do business with their organization. 

External and Internal Challenges 

When asked what external challenges they faced, almost all manufacturers responded that a lack of finalized 
UDi regulation posed a real challenge; interviews confirmed this, stating organizations are building systems 
and processes based on their expectations of the final regulation. a majority of manufacturers also reported 
costs of adopting UDi as a challenge with more than half citing the availability of contractors to assist in 
adoption efforts as a challenge.

most manufacturers reported system integration, budget approval, priority of the initiative within the 
organization, and stakeholder collaboration as internal challenges to implementation. manufacturer interviews 
indicated that UDi is seen as a regulatory requirement and an expense that may be competing with other 
corporate directives for funding.
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Distributors and providers responded similarly to internal challenges with most additionally reporting upstream 
communication with their supplier as a challenge. Until a finalized regulation or implementation timeline is 
available, this may continue to hinder distributors and providers from prioritizing this effort.

Benefits and applications

our study results indicated that although the responsibility for UDi adoption begins with the manufacturer, 
distributors and providers feel they will receive the highest benefit; more than 90 percent of distributors 
and providers rated UDi as a benefit for data quality, information sharing, interoperability, and supply chain 
transparency. When asked about the use of UDi with other functions, more distributors and providers than 
manufacturers reported plans to use UDi for inventory and regulatory purposes.

Costs and Return on Investment

for many organizations adopting UDi, it is too early in the process to confidently calculate or even estimate 
the cost of adoption. manufacturers are expected to incur the highest cost associated with UDi adoption 
as labeling equipment is converted from static to dynamic, and UDi attributes are mined from multiple data 
sources spread throughout the organization. manufacturer survey estimates for UDi adoption costs varied 
tremendously with estimates between $100K and $100m; the disparity can be explained by the organization’s 
size, locations and/or divisions, the it solution being implemented, as well as the number and class of 
medical devices manufactured. Distributor and provider costs for UDi adoption are also expected to be 
proportionate to the size and number of facilities in each organization. 

for many manufacturers, return on investment (roi) is not a requirement for UDi adoption; instead, it is seen 
as a regulatory and compliance expenditure that is a cost of doing business. no distributors or providers were 
able to report an roi for UDi adoption, but as mentioned before, they will not be able to fully adopt UDi until 
medical devices begin to arrive with UDi labeling. Distributors and providers that relabeled incoming medical 
devices with internal item numbers will likely realize savings by adopting UDi, but some savings may be 
intangible as providers are able to initiate UDi for eHrs and more efficient recall and expiry identification.
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 introduction

The United States Food and drug administration (Fda) is in the final review process of a proposed 
regulation, which will require manufacturers/labelers to label medical devices with unique device identifiers 
(UdI) using an approved data standard. The UdI will consist of a device identifier indicating the product 
name and labeler, and a production identifier indicating if the medical device has a lot, batch, serial 
number, or expiration date. These and additional attributes or characteristics of the medical device will be 
required to be submitted to the Fda for inclusion in its Global Unique device Identifier database (GUdId).

the UDi adoption progress among manufacturers spans the spectrum from complete readiness to 
unawareness of the pending regulation and knowledge of its implications on production and other business 
processes. While some manufacturers have embraced the UDi labeling in response to customer requirements, 
others are struggling to understand the implications associated with adoption. 

the ability of distributors and providers to embrace UDi is dependent on the success of their suppliers 
adopting UDi. to encourage suppliers, many distributors and healthcare providers are taking steps by requiring 
medical devices to be labeled with a data standard, such as GS1 or Health industry Business communication 
council (HiBcc), the precursor to UDi compliance.

to better understand the challenges facing manufacturers, distributors, and providers, Booz allen analyzed 
971 responses from a tailored online survey. the comprehensive survey consisted of targeted questions that 
addressed concerns specific to each organization’s progress in UDi adoption. Booz allen also conducted 
in-depth phone interviews with 22 manufacturers, industry associations, and organizations supporting UDi 
adoption. these interviews augmented the survey responses and examined UDi adoption in greater detail. 

the progress toward UDi adoption of a sampling of medical device industry stakeholders is presented herein. 
Booz allen believes this information will serve as a peer review for healthcare industry organizations to gauge 
their own progress. With the goal of closing the information gap in understanding how this regulation will 
impact the medical device industry, this report provides insight into the following UDi-related concerns and 
UDi-adoption industry trends:

 ■ technology solutions being deployed to meet fDa requirements. 

 ■ internal and external challenges of adoption. 

 ■ Perceived benefits of adoption and the application of UDi to other functions.

 ■ adoption associated costs and potential return on investment (roi). 

During interviews, feedback was received on additional UDi-related topics including:

 ■ collection of attributes for the GUDiD.

 ■ Potential use of data pool providers for populating the GUDiD.

a complete technical explanation of the pending fDa regulation and detailed requirements guide for those new 
to UDi can be found on the fDa website.2

1 An additional 25 responses that were not included in the survey results were received from industry associations, data standards providers, and academia, because these respondents 
are not subject to the FDA regulation and may not reflect the opinions of manufacturers, distributors, and providers implementing UDI.
2 http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ResourcesforYou/Industry/ucm310872.htm
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the supply chain encompasses the network for the distribution of a packaged medical device from 
manufacturer, to delivery, to patient facing healthcare provider. in this report, manufacturers are the entities 
responsible for the final packaged medical device, including repackagers and relabelers, which are the focus 
of the pending fDa UDi regulation. all other handlers of medical devices are incorporated into distributors and 
providers, with distributors including wholesalers, local suppliers, and providers including group purchasing 
organizations (GPo). Figure 1 depicts various supply chain channels medical devices may flow through prior to 
reaching the final customer.

Figure 1: Medical Device Supply Chain Channels

Availability of UDI data to healthcare industry organizations 
will be defined in the final FDA regulation

UDI 
Attributes

Medical Device 
Manufacturer/ 

Relabeler

Distributor Provider Patient

PatientProvider

PatientProviderLocal Supplier

PatientProviderLocal SupplierDistributor
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 Study results 

Our Approach 
Data from the survey and interviews were aggregated by Booz allen experts from the areas of supply chain, 
data standards, health, and compliance. this resulting report presents survey responses and interviewee 
comments, along with commentary and data, and conclusions drawn from interviews. the survey responses 
are displayed through statistical data graphs and charts. Detailed fill-in-the-blank survey responses and 
interview discussions are noted throughout. 

Respondent General Information

Survey Respondents

the survey was directed toward medical device manufacturers, distributors, and healthcare providers. Since 
the UDi regulation applies to manufacturers only, the answers for distributors and providers, which include 
GPos, were aggregated to gauge reaction down the supply chain. the aggregation of distributors and providers 
also enabled a more even weighting and comparison due to the lower response rate of distributors.

there were 122 responses to the survey; 97 of these were from manufacturers, distributors, and providers, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. the remaining 25 responses were from organizations such as consultancies, standards 
organizations, and academia. these 25 were excluded from this analysis because they did not come from 
organizations that are intended users of UDi.

Figure 2: Analyzed Survey Responses: What is your organization type?

Organization Type Respondents percent of Total Respondents
manufacturers 56 58%

Distributors & Providers 41 42%

 
Company Size

the fDa UDi regulation will apply to all manufacturers of medical devices regardless of the size of the 
organization or number of medical devices produced (except for fDa-approved exemptions). therefore, 
a manufacturer with less than 100 employees manufacturing 5 medical devices will be facing the same 
requirements for adoption as a manufacturer with 20,000 or more employees producing hundreds of medical 
devices. the difference may be in the breadth and complexity of the operations and production systems 
impacted.

the adoption of UDi by distributors and providers will not be required by the fDa regulation. it is the choice of 
distributors and providers to use UDi in their organizations. as with manufacturers, the ease or difficulty of the 
adoption process will be determined by the company’s size and complexity.
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Figure 3: Survey Responses: How many people does your company employ?
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Under 100 25% 12%
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1,000–2,499 11% 7%

2,500–4,999 4% 12%

5,000–9,999 7% 10%

10,000–19,999 14% 12%

20,000+ 20% 32%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

Survey responses were solicited through industry associations and direct contact. as such, the survey 
responses are “samples of convenience,” meaning they are not shown to be a statistical representation of the 
industry. 

However, as illustrated in Figure 3, responses came from a broad range of companies: a quarter of 
respondents were part of large companies with more than 20,000 employees while close to 20 percent of 
respondents were part of small companies employing under 100 people.
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Respondent department

the survey and interview questions were primarily geared toward supply chain benefits and challenges of UDi 
adoption in medical device-related organizations. Supply chain is an overarching functional requirement to 
manufacture, distribute, sell, store, and eventually use medical devices in patient care.  

Figure 4: Survey Responses: What department are you a part of?
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Procurement 0% 5% 2%

Supply chain 18% 44% 29%

manufacturing 5% 0% 3%

Packaging 5% 2% 4%

quality assurance 18% 0% 10%

regulatory affairs 32% 2% 20%

information technology 4% 12% 7%

corporate/Sales/
finance

18% 17% 18%

clinical 0% 17% 7%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

as depicted in Figure 4, manufacturing survey respondents were primarily from the quality assurance 
department followed by supply chain and information technology departments. Distributor and provider 
respondents were primarily from the supply chain department, followed by corporate and clinical departments. 
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Respondent participation in UdI adoption

respondents’ participation in UDi adoption was gauged to determine whether the results came from personnel 
that are, at a minimum, informed about UDi and the potential impacts of adoption.

Figure 5: Survey Responses: Do you participate in the decision making for UDI adoption within your organization?
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yes, participating in adoption 54% 51%

yes, leading the adoption 39% 24%

yes, already adopted 4% 2%

yes (sum of above) 96% 78%

No, I do not work on adoption 4% 22%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

as illustrated in Figure 5, 96 percent of manufacturer respondents and 78 percent of distributor and provider 
respondents are engaged in or have already adopted UDi. thirty-nine percent of manufacturer respondents 
and 24 percent of distributor and provider respondents are leading the adoption process. more than 50 
percent of all remaining respondents are participating in the adoption process.

division Spearheading UdI adoption
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the division within an organization that sponsors and drives the project to adopt UDi may not be the division 
most impacted by the pending regulation. for example, a manufacturer’s regulatory affairs team may be 
spearheading the adoption and budget of UDi adoption in order to meet customer requirements; however, 
that team may not be impacted by the system changes to the degree that the manufacturing/production and 
operations departments are impacted. 

Figure 6: Survey Responses: Which division(s) is/are spearheading the adoption of UDI?

Sales and Marketing
5%

Supply Chain
24%

Other
4%

Clinical
3%

Corporate/Management
17%

Information Technology
12%

Manufacturing
5%

Quality Assurance
12%

Regulatory and Risk
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all

clinical 0% 11% 3%

corporate/management 17% 17% 17%

information technology 10% 19% 12%

manufacturing 7% 0% 5%

quality assurance 16% 2% 12%

regulatory & risk 25% 4% 18%

Sales & marketing 6% 2% 4%

Supply chain 17% 39% 24%

other 3% 7% 4%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

organizations varied greatly based on the division that was spearheading UDi adoption. as illustrated in Figure 6, 
25 percent of manufacturers’ adoption efforts were led by regulatory departments, understandably since UDi 
is a pending regulation. also understandable is the 39 percent of the distributor and provider adoption effort 
being led by supply chain, an expected beneficiary of UDi adoption. 

adoption Rate
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an organization’s progress to adopt UDi may be in one of several stages ranging from “pending final fDa 
regulation,” to “in the adoption process,” to “adoption complete.” although manufacturers are subject to 
the fDa regulation and required to adopt UDi, responses indicate distributors and providers are also clearly 
engaged in the adoption process. 

Figure 7: Survey Responses: Does your organization intend to adopt UDI for identifying medical devices in the 
supply chain?

UdI adoption Manufacturers distributors and 
providers

all

yes, pending final fDa 
regulation

48% 0% 28%

yes, pending other 
reasons

5% 0% 3%

yes, in the planning 
process

0% 32% 13%

yes, in the adoption 
process

34% 27% 31%

yes, already using UDi 0% 22% 9%

yes, adoption complete 7% 0% 4%

yes (sum of above) 95% 80% 89%

No current plans for 
adoption

5% 20% 11%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

the survey used UDi in the context of the fDa-pending regulation. However, interviews indicated that the use 
of unique identifiers is common within the healthcare industry as distributors and providers relabeled medical 
devices at receipt with their own item codes. the distributor and provider survey responses to the use of UDi 
for identifying medical devices indicate relabeling post manufacturing.

as depicted in Figure 7, 11 percent of respondent companies had no plans to adopt UDi with the remaining 
89 percent in some stage of the UDi adoption process.3

companies with no plans for adoption included manufacturers with medical devices that are exempt from the 
pending regulation (such as retail only packaged medical devices) and those distributors and providers that 
have chosen not to use UDi in their operations at this time.

a breakdown of manufacturers and distributors within the respondent organizations further details the rate of 

3 All “No” respondents were dropped out of the survey after the initial 5 questions (See survey questions in Appendix.)
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adoption by organization size, as illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Manufacturer Adoption Rate by Organization Size

Manufacturers
Organization Size

Under 1,000 Employees Over 1,000 Employees

yes, pending final fDa regulation 23% 25%

yes, pending other reasons 4% 2%

yes, in the planning process 0% 0%

yes, in the adoption process 9% 25%

yes, adoption complete 4% 4%

yes, already using UDi 0% 0%

yes (sum of above) 39% 55%

no current plans for adoption 5% 0%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers

the break out by size of manufacturers and by the number of employees indicates larger manufacturers with 
more than 1,000 employees are more likely to be in the adoption process at 25 percent, as opposed to 
manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees, with only 9 percent in the adoption process.   

Figure 9: Distributor and Provider Adoption Rate by Organization Size

distributors and providers
Organization Size

Under 1,000 Employees Over 1,000 Employees

yes, in the planning process 7% 24%

yes, in the adoption process 12% 15%

yes, already using UDi 5% 17%

yes (sum of above) 24% 56%

no current plans for adoption 2% 17%

Sample Size: 41 Distributors and Providers

the break out rate of adoption for distributors and providers by the number of employees similarly shows 
larger organizations further along in the adoption process. as illustrated in Figure 9, 24 percent of 
organizations with over 1,000 employees (large) are in the planning process, as opposed to 7 percent with 
less than 1,000 employees (small). the gap is not as wide for large distributors and providers versus small 
for those in the adoption process at 15 percent versus 12 percent. as explained previously, those distributors 
and providers that claim to already be using UDi reflect organizations with internal unique identifiers, some of 
which engage in relabeling their medical devices at receipt. 
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Figure 10: Survey Response: Why is your organization not adopting UDI?

Organization 
Type

Inability 
to meet 

requirements

Not applicable 
for our 

operation

associated 
Costs

Other No answer

manufacturers 67% 33% 0% 0% 0%

Distributors and 
Providers

0% 38% 13% 38% 13%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers, 41 Distributors and Providers

for those respondents that are not adopting UDi, 67 percent of manufacturers reported that they are 
unable to meet UDi requirements, as depicted in Figure 10. the remaining one third of manufacturers and 
approximately one third of distributors and providers reported that UDi is not applicable to their operation. an 
additional approximate one third of distributors and providers replied they were not adopting for other reasons 
with 13 percent citing associated costs and 13 percent not responding to the question.

Medical device Classes

as the governing authority over medical devices, the fDa regulates medical device classes i to iii. the class 
breakdown is risk based, categorized by the risk the device poses to the user. class i includes devices with 
the lowest risk while class iii includes those with the greatest risk.4 Sample items by class are as follows:

 ■ Class I: elastic bandages, examination gloves, and handheld surgical instruments.

 ■ Class II: powered wheelchairs, infusion pumps, surgical drapes, and some implantable devices, such  
as shunts.

 ■ Class III: Hiv diagnostic tests, automated external defibrillators, and life-sustaining implantable devices, 
such as pacemakers and pulse generators.

Due to the higher risk profile, class iii medical devices, excluding implantables, are the first devices that will 
be affected by the regulation, followed by implantables, class ii medical devices, and finally class i devices.

4 http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42130.pdf 
5 Survey respondents were able to select multiple classes of medical devices. 
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Figure 11: Manufacturer Survey Responses: Which class of medical devices does your organization 
manufacture and/or label?
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as depicted in Figure 11, 85 percent of manufacturer respondents are producing class i medical devices, 
decreasing to 79 percent for class ii and to 49 percent for class i.5

Respondent demographics – Summary of Findings

the survey captured responses from organizations of varying sizes across the industry that are adopting UDi. 
respondents (manufacturers, distributors, and providers) generally represented departments that are adopting 
UDi and are in some manner involved in the adoption process. therefore, Booz allen believes qualified 
responses were provided.

the adoption rate of respondents is high at 95 percent of manufacturers from the results of the survey. 
although dependent on the successful adoption by manufacturers, the adoption rate of responding distributors 
and providers is still high at 80 percent, indicating a high rate of preparedness for the pending regulation in 
the survey sample.

Figure 12: Summary of Manufacturer Responses: What class of medical devices does your organization 
manufacture and/or label?

Medical device Class Class I Class II Class III Class I and 
II

Class II 
and III

Class I, II, 
and III

manufacturers 13% 8% 6% 30% 2% 40%

Sample Size: 53 Manufacturers

6   Survey respondents were able to select multiple classes of medical devices. 
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fifty percent of manufacturers responding to the survey produce class iii medical devices, the first devices to 
be subject to the fDa regulation. of these class iii manufacturers, 44 percent of manufacturers are producing 
other classes of medical devices with only 6 percent producing class iii medical devices exclusively (see 
Figure 12). additionally, 73 percent of all manufacturers produce multiple classes of medical device with the 
remaining 27 percent producing a single class of device.

Figure 13: Summary of Survey Responses: Manufacturer Adoption Rate by Class of Device by Organization Size

Manufacturer 
UdI adoption by 
Highest Class of 
device 

Organization Size

Under 1,000 Over 1,000 all Manufacturers

percent 
Responses

percent 
Breakdown

percent 
Responses

percent 
Breakdown

percent 
Responses

percent 
Breakdown

Class III 11%  38% 49%

yes, pending final 
fDa regulation

67% 35% 42%

yes, pending for 
other reasons

0% 5% 4%

yes, in the adoption 
process

33% 50% 46%

yes, adoption 
complete

0% 10% 8%

Class II 30%  55%  85%

yes, pending final 
fDa regulation

63% 45% 51%

yes, pending for 
other reasons

6% 3% 4%

yes, in the adoption 
process

19% 45% 36%

yes, adoption 
complete

13% 7% 9%

Class I 32%  51%  83%

yes, pending final 
fDa regulation

59% 44% 50%

yes, pending for 
other reasons

6% 0% 2%

yes, in the adoption 
process

29% 48% 41%

yes, adoption 
complete

 6%  7% 7%

Sample Size: 53 Manufacturers 

as depicted in Figure 13, a break out of the manufacturer adoption rate by class of medical devices displays 
some variations between manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees (small) compared to those with over 
1,000 employees (large); there is a higher percentage of large manufacturers currently in the adoption process 
(50% - 45% - 48%) versus small (35% - 45% - 44%) for each class of medical device, and manufacturers with 
over 1,000 employees are less likely to be waiting for the fDa regulation (42% - 51% - 50%) compared to 
manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees (67% - 63% - 59%). 
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Data Standards 
currently, the medical device industry is self-regulating in regards to identifiers. organizations themselves 
determine how to label their medical devices. With the pending UDi regulation, the fDa is stepping in to 
standardize medical device labeling without specifying a single data standard. the fDa has mandated that an 
organization’s chosen standard must adhere to the international Standards organization’s (iSo) standards, the 
world’s largest developer of voluntary international standards.6 
 
Presently, there are several iSo- and industry-accepted standards in use for labeling medical devices, 
including:

 ■ GS1: a global data standard issuing association used across multiple sectors and industries. GS1 issues 
a 14-digit code known as a Global trade item number (Gtin).7

 ■ Health Industry Business Communication Council (HIBCC): a healthcare industry standards 
development organization issues the HiBc Supplier labeling Standard. an HiBc code consists of 36 
alphanumeric characters, combined with the flexibility of a 1 to18 digit variable length format.8

 ■ International Council for Commodity in Blood Banking automation, Inc. (ICCBBa): a global data 
standard issuing organization that manages, develops, and licenses iSBt 128. iSBt 128 is a global 
standard for the identification, labeling, and information transfer of human blood, cell, tissue, and organ 
products.9

in the United States, healthcare device manufacturers have primarily adopted one of two data standards: GS1 
and HiBcc. Both of these standards are proposed to be approved for UDi use by the fDa.

the survey allowed respondents to select multiple data standards being used by their organizations. 
interviews confirmed that medical device manufacturers may use more than one data standard, by division 
or product line. additionally, distributors and providers confirmed that they may prefer one standard over 
another, but may have systems that can read more than one data standard. most manufacturers will typically 
use either GS1 or HiBcc for their UDi labeling, however some use both. the decision on which (or both) 
standard(s) is based on several factors including: 

 ■ company preference and/or historical organizational alliance with either standards agency.

 ■ company business lines—if the organization already uses one of the standards in other product lines 
besides medical devices. 

 ■ Supplier request for a specific data standard.

6 http://www.iso.org 7 http://www.gs1.org/ 8 http://www.hibcc.org/ 9 http://www.iccbba.org/
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Figure 14: Survey Responses: What UDI data standard will your organization use (manufacturers) or be able 
to read (distributors and providers)?
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as illustrated in Figure 14, 68 percent of manufacturer respondents reported that they use GS1 as a data 
standard while 40 percent use HiBcc. eighty-two percent of distributor and provider respondents reported that 
they are able to read GS1 and 42 percent HiBcc.10

Manufacturer Interview Comments on Data Standards 

 ■ GS1 and HIBCC standards consist of different barcode formats, information, and coding. Each standard 

requires different software to read and parse the data. Most software systems are not able to read both 

formats and will require custom programming to read the alternate barcode formats.

 ■ Manufacturers prefer barcodes to facilitate regulatory, internal, and supply chain needs.

 ■ For international business, GS1 is global while HIBCC is only applicable in certain countries.

Several GPos interviewed indicated their preference for GS1. one will be requiring suppliers to be GS1 
compliant in the near future, while another will continue to accept HiBcc and other data standard items, but 
their plan is to eventually phase out non-GS1 medical devices. 

Data Pool Provider Interview Comments on Data Standards

 ■ The FDA is doing a great job building this regulation. It is important that they did not mandate one data 

standard; the industry should have a choice. Having two standards is important for encouraging competition 

and keeping pricing in check. 

 ■ The industry can easily accommodate two standards; there is space and demand for it. However, the 

industry might eventually migrate to one standard due to convenience and interoperability.

10 Survey respondents were able to select more than one data standard.
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data Standards – Summary of Findings

comparing manufacturers’ use of data standards to the ability of distributors and providers to read data 
standards reveals that manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees prefer HiBcc while manufacturers with 
over 1,000 employees prefer GS1.

Figure 15: Summary of Survey Responses by organization size: What UDI data standard will your organization 
use (manufacturers) or be able to read (distributors and providers)?
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as depicted in Figure 15, 19 percent of manufacturers responded that they use both GS1 and HiBcc 
data standards, which may be the result of acquisitions, the development of new product lines, or being in 
transition from one data standard to the other (all responses from manufacturer interviews). forty-two percent 
of distributors and providers who responded to the format of barcodes that they were able to read reported 
the ability to read both GS1 and HiBcc.

Several interviewers indicated that providers may prefer or require the GS1 standard, because the rest of 
their facility purchases are accompanied by universal product codes (UPc), which are also GS1, allowing them 
to standardize facility receipts. an evaluation of the pros and cons of each alternative must be undertaken 
by each organization when weighing standardization against limits to competition and imposing additional 
requirements on manufacturers. 
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The Impact of UDI on Information Technology 

Fda’s Global Unique device Identification database, the Collection of UdI attributes, 
and the Use of data pools

as part of the pending UDi regulation, the fDa is initiating a GUDiD to store a proposed 14 standardized 
attributes that include the characteristics or features of each medical device that is marketed and sold 
in the United States. inputting medical device attributes into the GUDiD will be the responsibility of each 
manufacturer. access to the GUDiD will be managed by the fDa and detailed in the finalized regulation. the 
GUDiD will contain only attributes of medical devices; it will not perform a track and trace function. GUDiD will 
not contain any information about who uses a device or a patient’s personal private information.11

although there were no questions related to the GUDiD in the survey, the topic was broached during many of 
the interviews conducted. manufacturers discussed the process of collecting data for the GUDiD attributes, as 
well as the methods for populating the database. Providers, including GPos, were interested in gaining access 
to the medical device attributes contained in the database.

the fDa has envisioned several methods of allowing manufacturers to load the UDi and corresponding 
attributes into the GUDiD including direct data entry, as well as pushing the data from manufacturer engaged 
third-party data pool providers, which manage secure and continuous synchronization of accurate data among 
trading partners. the use of data pool providers was not covered in the survey but discussed in several 
interviews. Globally, there are 29 GS1-certified data pool providers12 that synchronize data within GS1’s Global 
Data Synchronization network (GDSn). GDSn connects trading partners via interoperable certified data pools 
that use the Global trade item numbers (Gtin), the Global location numbers (Gln), and the Global Product 
classification (GPc) to identify items.13

Data pool providers offer data management services and are aligned and certified by GS1. they offer 
data management services, including the collection and management of medical device attributes for 
manufacturers. they may also offer software for inventory and clinical management. one interviewed data pool 
provider also provides data management services to HiBcc manufacturers.

Manufacturer Interview Comments on GUDID 

 ■ Access to the GUDID should either be limited to the FDA or open to everyone.

 ■ GUDID is very powerful, because it will be the only industry accessible location listing all medical devices 

attributes that correlate to the UDI. 

 ■ Concerns exist about potential access to manufacturer proprietary information in the GUDID by competitors 

and customers, such as the Global Medical Device Nomenclature (GMDN) code which will allow comparison 

of products by the classification of the device, something which currently cannot be done.

 ■ GUDID will essentially be a catalogue of products that the FDA allows the industry to sell. With the proper 

use of UDI, these catalogued items will eventually be linked with electronic health records and what is 

effective and approved for reimbursement for medical benefits.

 ■ The attributes included in the GUDID should be limited to those required to uniquely identify a medical 

device, for purposes of traceability, and stay within mission of the UDI regulation to advocate patient safety. 

11 http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/uniquedeviceidentification/default.htm
12 http://www.gs1.org/docs/gdsn/gdsn_interoperability_report_0107.pdf  13 http://www.gs1.org/gdsn/how
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 ■ Out-of-scope attributes being added to the GUDID for other entities within the FDA may lower manufacturers’ 

compliance.

 ■ Our issues with the GUDID include the multiple units of measure down to the unit of use, identification of 

medical devices in kits, and the proposed method of versioning when updating the GUDID.

Manufacturer Interview Comments on Collecting UDI Attributes

 ■ Most manufacturers indicated data gathering for the UDI attributes as a major challenge. The data collection 

effort can include the manual collection of medical device attributes from several disparate data sources, 

including legacy systems. Even with an ERP system, many of the attributes the FDA will likely require are not 

readily accessible such as the Premarket Notification (510k), also referred to as Premarket Approval (PMA), 

that may be a hard copy filed many years ago. 

 ■ Once all the necessary medical device data is located, the next challenge is ensuring it is accurate.

Manufacturer Interview Comment on the Use of Data Pool Providers

 ■ Pending the FDA finalized regulation, multiple manufacturers would like the option of using their data pool 

provider to push their UDI attributes to the GUDID.

 ■ Provider Interview Comments on GUDID.

 ■ One GPO is looking to the GUDID to serve as a comprehensive list of available devices from manufacturers. 

This comprehensive selection of products will augment what may currently be available in the purchasing 

system and item master.

 ■ GUDID may provide a wider availability of medical devices which hospitals can see and purchase.

 ■ GUDID will provide the needed access to accurate medical device product data in real-time that categorizes 

manufacturers’ item codes using the GMDN.

 ■ One GPO has hired medical professionals to collect and verify medical device attributes for their item 

master. This data will eventually be available in the GUDID, eliminating the added costs associated with the 

additional personnel.

data Capture Technology 

Barcodes and barcode scanners/readers have wide application within the healthcare industry ranging from 
parts identification and tracking in manufacturing, to inventory control in distribution, and patient tracking by 
providers. the use of barcodes and barcode readers is essential to efficiently utilize UDi. radio-frequency 
identification (rfiD) use is increasing within the healthcare industry, but research indicates that providers’ 
abilities to read rfiD tags is not widespread and use by manufacturers could limit utilization of the UDi 
information contained in the rfiD tags. the proposed fDa UDi rule requires the use of labels that contain 
human readable characters and at least one automatic identification/Data capture (aiDc) barcode to carry 
the proposed standardized identifier on all non-exempt medical devices and/or their packages. the fDa 
further defines aiDc as “any technology conveying the UDi so that it can be entered into computer systems 
automatically.”14

11 http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/uniquedeviceidentification/default.htm
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the use of the data read by a barcode reader is dependent on the accompanying system and software 
application that processes the scanned data. Scanned barcode data can be read in various ways, the data can:

 ■ replace the keyboard and act as though it were typed. 

 ■ Be stored in a database. 

 ■ Be used by software to look up associated information.

Figure 16: Summary of Survey Responses: Is your organization using AIDC technology?

Organization Type Using Not Using

manufacturers 70% 30%

Distributors and Providers 73% 27%

Sample Size: 53 Manufacturers, 33 Distributors and Providers

 
across all of the survey respondents that are planning to or have already adopted UDi, 70 percent or more 
are using aiDc technologies, as illustrated in Figure 16. aiDc technologies include one-dimensional (1D) 
barcodes, two-dimensional (2D) barcodes, and rfiD. the type of aiDc technology used will determine the 
amount of information that can be contained within the UDi. there is progressively more data that can be 
stored moving from 1D, to 2D, to rfiD.

 ■ 1d: one-dimensional barcodes with the data read in a linear format. 1D barcodes can hold the least 
amount of information from the available barcode formats with up to 85 characters.15 1D barcodes can 
include numbers, letters, and some symbols. an example of a 1D barcode includes the UPc codes found 
on most retail merchandise.

 ■ 2d: two-dimensional barcodes with the data read in a horizontal and linear format and may use patterns 
of squares and dots.16  2D barcodes can contain more than 2,000 characters. an example of a 2D 
barcode is the data matrix often found on pharmaceutical packaging to code the national Drug code 
(nDc) number.

 ■ RFId: utilizes data chips that do not have to be visible to be scanned. rfiD tags are unique serial 
numbers that allow tracking of whatever the lowest unit of measure that is tagged to be tracked. the 
volume of data contained within rfiD tags is dependent on size and type, containing up to 128 kilobytes 
of data. an rfiD tag can be one-time use or re-useable. rfiDs are the most expensive of the barcode 
options. an example of an rfiD tag is the new surgical “smart sponges” that increase patient safety by 
reducing the opportunity of leaving sponges in patients.17 

15 The difference between 1D and 2D barcodes, IDAutomation.com 
16 The difference between 1D and 2D barcodes, IDAutomation.com 

17 http://clearcount.com/products/smartsponge-system
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Figure 17: Survey Responses: What AIDC technology is your organization able to read?
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of the manufacturers that have or will be adopting UDi, 70 percent are using barcodes, with 58 percent using 
1D, 47 percent using 2D, and 11 percent using rfiD.18 of the distributors and providers that have or will be 
adopting UDi, 73 percent are using barcodes, 64 percent are using 1D, 52 percent are using 2D, and 24 
percent rfiD (see Figure 17). 

Manufacturer Survey Comments on Data Capture Technology

 ■ Due to technology restrictions by partners, we are using linear (1D) barcodes, but would prefer the 2D 

barcodes due to the larger size and the amount of information stored in the label.

Barcode adoption

to enhance the benefits of UDi, an organization can utilize the UDi and corresponding barcode data as an 
internal item code or reference number within their item master throughout their it systems. varying levels 
of UDi usage and corresponding barcode data exist within it systems, which can be classified into three 
categories:

 ■ Capture and storage: the scanned barcode data is recorded and stored to memory in at least one of the 
organization’s it applications, such as the inventory management.

 ■ access and use of data: the scanned barcode data is stored and used for functions such as 
incrementing inventory at time of receipt or identifying expired or recalled inventory. 

18 Survey respondents were able to select multiple barcode technologies in use.
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 ■ Use by other IT systems: the scanned barcode data is referenced by other it systems. for example, 
when a medical device that has been received into inventory is used during treatment, it can be added to 
a patient’s electronic health record (eHr) and for insurance reimbursement.

Figure 18: Manufacturer Survey Responses: Ability to use scanned barcode data
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for those manufacturers that utilize aiDc technology, 71 percent are able to capture and store the data, 61 
percent are able to access and use the data, and 66 percent of the respondents are able to link this data to 
other it systems, as illustrated in Figure 18. approximately 20 percent of all respondents were unsure of their 
organization’s capabilities in using scanned data, indicating an ability that may actually be much higher than 
reported by respondents.

Manufacturer Interview Comments on Barcode Use

 ■ UDI will ‘jump start’ scanning capabilities in the healthcare industry.

 ■ We recommend 2D matrix barcodes as the standard due to the amount of data that can be included. It is 

also our experience that providers do have 2D scanning capabilities.

 ■ We have additional labeling and barcode requirements for international sales with potentially different 

data attribute requirements per country. We carry different stock based on country of sale or have multiple 

barcodes on one medical device label. 

 ■ Customers have indicated their preference for only one barcode per medical device which can do all: satisfy 

regulatory requirements, facilitate internal tracking, and meet supply chain needs. 
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Figure 19: Distributor and Provider Survey Responses: Ability to use scanned barcode data
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of the distributor and provider respondents that utilize aiDc technology, 79 percent are able to capture and 
store the barcode read information, with 59 percent able to access and use the data as well as utilize this 
information within other it systems (see Figure 19). 

Provider Interview Comments on Barcode Use

 ■ We expect UDI to facilitate a ‘Perfect Order’, meaning that a medical device can be scanned from receipt at 

the facility to patient use. Each medical device would be scanned as it is used in clinical care allowing for 

the capture of the device, costing it, drawing revenue, and tracking to the specific patient. 

 ■ UDI will facilitate device quality and recalls, eventually leading to a track and trace option.

Provider Published Comments on Barcode Use

 ■ Hospitals are committed to using the UDI and have been investing in barcoding and other technologies 

to track medical devices, pharmaceuticals and laboratory specimens, and to ensure that patients receive 

the right items and services. Data collected in 2011 suggest that 96 percent of hospitals were using 

barcode technology for at least one of the following uses: laboratory specimens, tracking pharmaceuticals, 

pharmaceutical administration, and patient identification.19

19 Letter from the AHA to the FDA dated November 7, 2012.
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Manufacturer IT System Solutions 

Depending on the organization size, number of divisions, medical devices, and current it connectivity within the 
organization, a manufacturer can adopt either a central or decentralized it solution that is either integrated 
with enterprise systems or is independent of these systems. manufacturers also have the option of a third 
party hosted solution that allows an independent it firm to manage their UDi attributes and/or labeling systems.

interviews indicated no single it solution will work for all manufacturers. the manufacturer decision on 
managing UDi data, required attributes, and labeling solutions may impact costs ranging from the purchase 
of new software, to the integration with existing systems, to the costs of third party hosts or integrators. 
implemented it solutions may also evolve over time, typically with a manufacturer starting with a decentralized 
system, progressing toward a centralized solution as each division is standardized and evolves the capacity to 
centrally integrate to link their UDi data. the solutions survey respondents were asked to select from include:

 ■ Central integrated: the it solution is joined to the manufacturer’s enterprise production systems, 
allowing easy exchange of data throughout the organization.

 ■ Central not integrated: the it solution is a stand-alone it solution that services the entire organization 
but does not communicate with any enterprise system.

 ■ decentralized: each division/location within a manufacturer’s organization implements their own it 
solution and manages it independently. 

 ■ Hosted: a third party provider manages the it solution, referred to as software as a service (SaaS) 
through web-based access.20

20 http://www.techopedia.com/definition/26633/hosted-application
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Figure 20: Manufacturer Survey Responses: What is your organization’s IT system solution for managing UDI?
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more than half of manufacturers reported that they are either undecided or do not know what type of it 
systems solution they will select for managing UDi; manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees are more 
likely to be undecided (at 68 percent) than manufacturers with more than 1,000 employees (at 39 percent). 
most of the remaining manufacturers are opting for a centralized integrated solution, with 28 percent 
integrated and 16 percent not integrated. as depicted in Figure 20, 39 percent of manufacturers with more 
than 1,000 employees are more likely to select an integrated central solution than their counterparts, with 
less than 1,000 employees at 14 percent. only 2 percent of manufacturers reported selecting a decentralized 
and an additional 2 percent a hosted approach for their it systems.
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all organizations may incur costs to capture and use the data read from UDi barcodes. organizations need to 
decide if their existing systems and processes are capable of utilizing UDi barcodes, if updates can be made, 
or if new systems or processes are required. the survey examined the following systems and processes will 
be affected by implementation:

 ■ Barcode Readers: aiDc scanners to read medical device labels barcodes.

 ■ Enterprise Resource planning (ERp) systems: integrated management software used to manage an 
organization’s financials, sales, and customer service.

 ■ Inventory and production Systems: software used to track raw materials, parts, and finished goods, as 
well as inbound and outbound orders which may be modules within an erP.

 ■ Supply Chain Electronic data Interchange (EdI): the exchange of electronic data between trading 
partners, such as for advanced delivery notification between suppliers (manufacturers or distributors) and 
customers (distributors or providers).

 ■ Clinical documentation architecture: standards developed to manage patient document exchange 
including patient discharge summaries and progress notes.21

 ■ Electronic Health Records (EHR): a patient’s historical medical records including x-rays, admissions 
records, and laboratory tests that can be shared across a health organization.
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Figure 21: Manufacturer Survey Responses: How will UDI implementation affect your systems?
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With the exception of barcode readers, 12 percent or less of manufacturers plan to build or buy new systems 
to use with UDi. as illustrated in Figure 21, one third or more of respondents do plan on modifying their 
existing systems for barcode readers and inventory systems and 23 percent expect to modify their erP. 
respondents reported similarly with 28 percent seeing no change to their erP, 29 percent with no change 
to their inventory system, and 30 percent with no change to their eDi. less than 25 percent of respondents 
reported that they did not know what changes needed to be made; the exception being erP higher at 40 
percent not knowing what changes needed to be made.

manufacturer interviews indicated a typical UDi implementation team ranges from 3 to 10 members, 
depending on the size and need of the organization. often, a core team is charged with leading the effort, 
while staffs from different departments or outside consultants are tasked with shorter term, assignment-
specific tasks. 
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Manufacturer Interview Comments on IT System Changes 

 ■ UDI will not replace our company’s internal item code, because production has adopted smart part 

numbering due to the complexity of varying customer and international requirements.

 ■ We broke our UDI adoption into a 3-step process: 

1. Adopt new/revised systems for UDI use; assign staff to drive this process.

2. Deploy new labeling for medical devices.

3. Provide information to GUDID and figure out how to set up internal operations systems  

to sync product changes.

Figure 22: Distributor and Provider Survey Responses: How will UDI implementation affect your systems?
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for all systems, distributor and provider respondents reported that they would be least likely to build or buy 
new it systems in each category for the adoption of UDi; with clinical documentation architecture the lowest at 
only 4 percent who plan to build or buy new it systems, ranging upwards to 17 percent for erP and inventory 
systems. as illustrated in Figure 22, distributors and providers reported that they would be most likely to 
modify existing systems with the exception of erPs where 40 percent of respondents reported they would not 
change the erP.
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The Impact of UdI on Information Technology – Summary of Findings

Preparing to populate the UDi database appears to be one of the larger challenges for manufacturers as data 
attributes may be spread throughout various production and legacy it systems within organizations. many 
manufacturers interviewed hired data pool providers to assist with data management. interviewees indicated 
that data pool providers guided the collection and management of the proposed attributes through the 
collection of data from various sources ranging from legacy systems to hard copy files. many manufacturers 
also see data pool providers playing a role in populating the GUDiD as the fDa regulation is finalized and 
rolled out.

many providers that were interviewed readily await the completion of the GUDiD as a source of information for 
not only the attributes of the medical devices they are already purchasing, but also as a source of information 
for all medical devices that can be source from manufacturers. Some providers believe that this may facilitate 
attribute comparison between equivalent medical devices made by different manufacturers, as well as 
increased interoperability through cross-vendor standards.22

While the UDi regulation will require both human-readable and aiDc labeling by manufacturers, only 73 percent 
of the distributor and provider healthcare industry organizations responding to the survey are currently using 
barcode technology. as one provider pointed out, the fDa UDi may be the catalyst to close the gap on barcode 
implementation as the healthcare industry adopts and utilizes UDi.

Figure 23: Survey Response Summary: What is the highest format of AIDC technology your organization is 
able to read?

Organization Type 1d Barcodes 2d Barcodes RFId Undecided & don’t 
Know

manufacturers 25% 38% 11% 26%

Distributors and 
Providers

16% 32% 26% 26%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers 41 Distributors and Providers

Within healthcare industry organizations that are using barcodes, 21 percent of organizations are using 1D 
barcode technology, with manufactures at a higher level of 25 percent, versus distributors and providers at 
16 percent, as depicted in Figure 23. 1D barcodes provide the least amount of data of those available, but 
printing and scanning these barcodes remains the least expensive option. over one third of organizations are 
using 2D barcodes as the highest level of barcode format, with slightly more manufacturers at 38 percent 
versus distributors and providers at 32 percent. the ability to scan rfiD for all organizations is 17 percent, 
less than both 1D and 2D barcodes. Slightly more than one quarter of all organizations have not selected a 
barcode technology and remain undecided.

22 Medical Device Interoperability and the Integrated Clinical Environment Julian M. Goldman, MD Depts. Of Anesthesia and Biomedical Engineering Massachusetts 
General Hospital / Harvard Medical School, 4/5/2008
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for healthcare industry organizations that are using barcodes, 75 percent are able to capture and store the 
barcode data into an it system such as for inventory or production management. However, only 60 percent are 
able to leverage barcode data for purposes such as identifying expiring products or managing recalls. Sixty-
three percent of healthcare industry organizations can link barcode data to other it systems, such as order 
management (for manufacturers) or patient records (for providers). 

Figure 24: Manufacturer Survey Response Summary: What is your organization’s IT system solution for 
managing UDI?

IT Solution  percent Manufacturers

internal Solution 46%

Hosted 2%

Undecided/Unknown 52%

Sample Size: 56 Manufacturers

to meet dynamic UDi labeling requirements and to manage the attributes of the medical devices required to 
be uploaded to the GUDiD, manufacturers will require an it system solution. it system solutions for dynamic 
labeling can range from a hosted solution (managed by a third party), to a decentralized system (stand-alone 
database[s]), to a centralized solution (integrated or un-integrated with production systems). in this early 
state of pre-regulation, however, more than 50 percent of respondents had not yet decided or did not know 
their organization’s solution, as illustrated in Figure 24. this is understandable as the regulation has not 
yet been finalized, but it is of concern as the timeframe for adoption, especially for class iii medical device 
manufacturers,may not be sufficient for the desired solution to be implemented.

variances are seen between manufacturers, distributors, and providers in their response to the it system 
changes expected with UDi adoption. the biggest difference is that 66 percent of manufacturers expect 
to build, buy, or modify barcode readers, as opposed to 41 percent of distributors and providers. for eDi 
systems, 31 percent of manufacturers and 51 percent of distributors and providers will buy new or modify 
existing systems. most similar are inventory and erP system changes, with 51 percent and 48 percent of 
manufacturers, respectively, expecting to buy new or modify existing systems, compared to 55 percent and 54 
percent of distributors and providers. 

a further breakdown of the it System changes by organization type and adoption rate is displayed in the 
following figures.
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Figure 25: Manufacturer Summary of IT System Changes by Adoption Rate

Function IT System Change yes, adoption 
complete

yes, in the 
adoption 
process

yes, pending 
final Fda 
regulation

yes, pending 
for other 
reasons

Barcode 9% 37% 49% 5%

Build or buy new systems 
for this function

0% 19% 14% 0%

modify existing systems for 
this function

2% 14% 14% 2%

UDi will not change this 
function

5% 5% 12% 0%

Don’t know how this 
function will change

2% 0% 9% 2%

ERp 7% 38% 48% 7%

Build or buy new systems 
for this function

0% 7% 2% 2%

modify existing systems for 
this function

0% 14% 19% 2%

UDi will not change this 
function

5% 12% 12% 0%

Don’t know how this 
function will change

2% 5% 14% 2%

Inventory 9% 37% 47% 7%

Build or buy new systems 
for this function

0% 5% 2% 2%

modify existing systems for 
this function

0% 28% 12% 2%

UDi will not change this 
function

7% 5% 16% 2%

Don’t know how this 
function will change

2% 0% 16% 0%

EdI 9% 37% 49% 5%

Build or buy new systems 
for this function

0% 7% 2% 0%

modify existing systems for 
this function

0% 16% 7% 0%

UDi will not change this 
function

7% 9% 12% 0%

Don’t know how this 
function will change

2% 5% 28% 5%

Sample Size: 43 Manufacturers

as illustrated in Figure 25, responses indicate that most manufacturers are waiting for the final fDa regulation 
and expect to modify their barcode systems and erP; they do not believe that inventory systems will change 
and are the most unsure about the impact to their use of eDi. next, the manufacturers are already in the 
adoption process with the largest percent expecting to buy new barcode systems and modify their erP, 
inventory, and eDi systems. 
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Figure 26: Distributors and Providers Summary of IT System Changes by Adoption Rate

Function IT System Change already using 
UdI

yes, in the 
adoption 
process

In the planning 
process

Barcode 31% 34% 34%

Build or buy new systems for this function 0% 7% 0%

modify existing systems for this function 14% 14% 7%

UDi will not change this function 7% 3% 3%

Don’t know how this function will change 10% 10% 24%

ERp 30% 33% 37%

Build or buy new systems for this function 0% 10% 7%

modify existing systems for this function 0% 17% 10%

UDi will not change this function 23% 0% 17%

Don’t know how this function will change 7% 7% 3%

Inventory 31% 34% 34%

Build or buy new systems for this function 3% 10% 3%

modify existing systems for this function 10% 10% 17%

UDi will not change this function 10% 7% 3%

Don’t know how this function will change 7% 7% 10%

EdI 31% 34% 34%

Build or buy new systems for this function 0% 3% 7%

modify existing systems for this function 14% 14% 14%

UDi will not change this function 10% 7% 7%

Don’t know how this function will change 7% 10% 7%

Clinical 
documentation 
architecture

28% 40% 32%

Build or buy new systems for this function 0% 4% 0%

modify existing systems for this function 12% 16% 12%

UDi will not change this function 4% 4% 4%

Don’t know how this function will change 12% 16% 16%

Electronic 
Health Records

28% 40% 32%

Build or buy new systems for this function 0% 8% 8%

modify existing systems for this function 12% 16% 12%

UDi will not change this function 8% 8% 8%

Don’t know how this function will change 8% 8% 4%

Sample Size: 30 Distributors and Providers

as depicted in Figure 26, results from the it systems broken out by adoption rate for distributors and 
providers shows the respondents indicating they are already using UDi. it should be repeated that this is 
mostly likely an internal unique identifier and not the proposed fDa regulation UDi. 
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although responses vary by function and the adoption rate, overall distributors and providers appear to 
expect to modify existing it systems. an exception to this is for distributors and providers that have already 
adopted UDi or are in the planning process that reported that their erP will not change. notably there are a high 
percentage of distributors and providers that reported that they do not yet know what their it system changes 
will be.

Customer Requirements
manufacturers will need to adopt UDi due to fDa regulations. However, customer requirements may dictate 
how UDi is used in addition to device labeling, such as for the item code in catalogs and other marketing 
literature, and on order documentation. the survey sought to clarify manufacturer, distributor, and provider 
perspectives on what is requested of the manufacturers.

Measuring Customer Requirements

manufacturers’ customers may already be requesting UDi labels for various items, including on medical 
device labels, in catalogs, and on order documentation. UDi on medical device labels enables customers 
to scan incoming inventory and keep track of devices internally, so the device can be scanned to determine 
various attributes. When UDi is listed in catalogs, marketing customers can reference the number to their item 
master. lastly, when order documentation includes UDi, customers can easily match a bill of lading with a 
purchase order, making the receiving process much easier.

We examined the same information from the perspective of the customer by asking distributors and providers 
if they are requesting UDi labeling on their medical devices as well as for use in catalogs and other marketing 
material, and on order and resupply documentation.

manufacturers are seeing demand from customers to integrate UDi into more parts of their business from 
medical device labeling, to using UDi in catalog and marketing materials. requests to label medical devices 
with UDi indicate the customers’ desire to easily identify products. requests for UDi in order documentation 
may indicate that customers will want to use UDi as the item code or as a reference number.
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Figure 27: Survey Response Summary: Manufacturers receiving requests, and Distributors and Providers 
making requests, for UDI Labeling
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as illustrated in Figure 27, 48 percent of manufacturers reported requests from customers to label medical 
devices with UDi, compared to 28 percent of distributors and providers reporting that they have made such 
requests. in fact, more than 50 percent of distributors and providers claim to not require medical device 
labeling in the future. one explanation for this may be that a few large GPos (providers) are requesting the 
device labeling from many manufacturers, or alternatively, distributors and providers are waiting for final fDa 
regulation realizing the sunrise dates for compliance may be several years away.
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Figure 28: Survey Response Summary: Manufacturers receiving requests and Distributors and Providers 
making requests for UDI on Catalog and Marketing
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as depicted in Figure 28, 61 percent of manufacturers are currently not receiving any requests and 42 percent 
of distributors and providers are not making any requests for UDi on catalog and marketing materials. only 
7 percent of manufacturers are receiving requests for UDi inclusion in catalogs and marketing materials with 
an additional 32 percent expecting to do so in the future. 19 percent of distributors and providers claim to 
request UDi in catalog and marketing materials with an additional 39 percent expecting to in the future.
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Figure 29: Survey Response Summary: Manufacturers receiving requests and Distributors and Providers 
making requests for UDI Order Documentation
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as illustrated in Figure 29, 52 percent of manufacturers reported they have not received requests for UDi on 
order documentation and 42 percent of distributors and providers reported they are not requesting UDi on 
order documentation. a low 11 percent of manufacturers are currently receiving requests for UDi on order 
documentation and an additional 37 percent expect to in the future. twenty-six percent of distributors and 
providers are requesting UDi on order documentation now, with an additional 32 percent expecting to in the 
future. 

The demand for UdI – Summary of Findings

manufacturers are reporting higher requests for the use of UDi labels in catalog and marketing materials and 
on order documentation than distributors and providers; this documents a trending demand. variances can be 
explained by the small sample size of interview comments by GPos that are notifying their suppliers of their 
impending UDi requirements—a necessity of doing business with their organization and, in some cases, even 
a specification as to which data standard they require. 
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External and Internal Challenges 
Both internal and external challenges exist for organizations looking to adopt UDi that impact the 
implementation process. 

external challenges, limited to manufacturers in this survey, include: 

 ■ the lack of a finalized fDa regulation that has caused some manufacturers to hold off UDi adoption. 
these manufacturers are waiting for the final rule to be published to make the necessary adoption choices.

 ■ external costs associated with UDi standards, such as GS1 and HiBcc membership fees and Gtin fees.

 ■ the perceived lack of availability of qualified contractors and service providers to assist with UDi 
adoption. With the contractors that are available, various fees must be incurred, such as consultant fees 
and data pool provider fees.

internally, all organizations involved in UDi adoption face various challenges, including: 

 ■ Budget approval: allocation of the funds for labor for external consultants and/or internal headcount, as 
well as costs from hardware and software requirements for adoption.

 ■ a clear business case and calculated roi for adoption: established justification for the project that may 
include a specific savings and payback period or be justified as a regulatory requirement. 

 ■ collaboration among adoption stakeholders within the organization: the ability to have a shared vision 
among the regulatory, information systems, production, and other teams involved in working together 
toward the implementation of systems and procedures required to adopt UDi.

 ■ integration of UDi with existing systems: creating the required fields within tables in systems and the 
functionality to share that information between the erP, inventory, and production software.

 ■ Priority of UDi initiative among competing projects: having a champion stakeholder with the influence to 
ensure adoption of UDi as a corporate objective.

 ■ UDi labeling and packaging capabilities for medical devices: having dynamic labeling capabilities in 
production to meet the expected fDa UDi regulatory requirements.

 ■ UDi adoption implementation plan: ensuring there is a documented process for adoption to include all 
stakeholders and communication with supply chain partners.

 ■ Upstream communication: (for distributors and providers) effectively communicating with suppliers 
regarding requirements for data standards, the medical device attributes, and eventually UDi.

 ■ the selection of UDi data standard: deciding among the available iSo-approved data standards 
organizations in order to receive UDi. 
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Manufacturer External Challenges
 ■ manufacturers must first implement UDi and supply medical devices labeled accordingly before the 

rest of the healthcare industry can also adopt UDi. the survey asked manufacturers to relate their 
experiences and trends with regard to externally generated implementation challenges, specifically the 
lack of finalized fDa UDi regulation; the costs associated with securing a UDi approved data standard; 
and the availability of contractors to assist manufacturers in the adoption process.

Figure 30: Manufacturer Survey Responses: How much external challenge is your organization facing in 
regards to UDI?

Challenge Lack of Regulation UdI associated Costs Contractor availability

Significant challenge 45% 48% 48%

Slight challenge 48% 32% 11%

no challenge 7% 20% 41%

Sample Size: 44 Manufacturers

as illustrated in Figure 30, 93 percent of manufacturers indicate the lack of a finalized UDi regulation is a 
slight or significant external challenge, and 80 percent rated the associated costs with the UDi adoption 
process as a slight or significant challenge. manufacturers were less concerned with the availability of 
contractors to supply UDi adoption with 41 percent rating it not a challenge. 

Manufacturer Interview Comments on External Challenges

 ■ The lack of a finalized FDA regulation leaves the unanswered question of existing stores of inventory and the 

requirements for recall and relabeling. If medical devices currently in inventory must be relabeled, a major 

financial burden is placed on manufacturers for not only relabeling, but specifically for Class III medical 

devices that require etching of UDI on the device itself. Additionally, vendor managed inventory stores held 

by distributors and providers that are not paid for until used will pose a challenge.

 ■ One of the biggest challenges is the lack of finalized FDA regulation regarding the UDI labeling of kits and 

the impact to labeling the component items.

 ■ Additional challenges of the proposed FDA UDI regulation include the date format requirement that differs 

from accepted ISO, the access to the attributes a manufacturer considers proprietary, and the proposed UDI 

number versioning when updating a medical device in the GUDID.

 ■ There is a need for consultants to assist in at least part of the process of adopting and using UDI; 

interpreting the regulation, understanding the impact, and analyzing the current industry adoption trends. 
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Internal Challenges

additional challenges are faced by all healthcare industry organizations in adopting UDi that occur within the 
organization, such as budget approval, collaboration among stakeholder departments, and the priority of the 
initiative. these and other challenges are indicators of the environment of the organization, and its willingness 
and ability to adopt UDi.

manufacturers have the additional challenges of adopting an fDa-approved data standard and ensuring their 
production processes can meet the proposed fDa labeling requirements. other challenges for manufacturers 
align with those experienced by all healthcare industry organizations adopting UDi.

Figure 31: Manufacturer Survey Responses: How much internal challenge is your organization facing with 
regards to using UDI?
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Sample Size: 44 Manufacturers

internally, manufacturers foresee integration with existing systems as their largest challenge, with 90 percent 
rating it a slight or significant challenge. Budget, roi, collaboration, priority, labeling, and planning were 
slightly less, with 70 to 80 percent of manufactures rating it a slight or significant challenge. as depicted in 
Figure 31, 64 percent of manufacturers did not consider selecting a standard to be a challenge. 
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Manufacturer Survey Comment on Internal Challenges 

 ■ A major challenge for manufacturers with small devices will be to physically place the UDI label on the 

product. Some manufacturers are foreseeing the need to redesign their devices due to space constraints.

Manufacturer Interview Comments on Internal Challenges

 ■ Labeling: Interviewees stated a challenge with the design of the labeling and the addition of expiration 

dates to what is in many cases currently static labeling. Redesigning devices to make room for the UDI label, 

selecting labeling formats to meet customer or other country requirements, and introducing dynamic labeling 

are all challenges interviewees believe should not be underestimated.

 ■ Labeling: There is a general lack of understanding of what the FDA requirement for labeling will be for each 

packaging level from a case to the unit of use.

 ■ Labeling: Highly automated product lines will have to slow down to fulfill new labeling requirements. 

 ■ Existing Inventory: If existing inventory is not exempt from UDI labeling then manufacturer stores, 

distributor/consignment, and provider device inventories may require breaking down product packaging and 

relabeling devices. This would be a detrimentally costly, expansive recall and rework process. Recalling and 

reworking a large number of devices could bankrupt a company, especially smaller ones. Some products, 

especially those in consignment, can stay in the system for decades. 

 ■ Fda Requirements: Determining data validation requirements for the FDA is a challenge. The dating and 

nomenclature subtleties of the rule are difficult to determine.

 ■ Fda Requirements: We need a quick start guide detailing: systems requirements, medical device labeling 

requirements, and database attribute requirements.
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Figure 32: Distributor and Provider Survey Responses: How much internal challenge is your organization 
facing with regards to using UDI?
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as illustrated in Figure 32, 91 to 96 percent of distributors and providers indicated budget, upstream 
communication with suppliers, integration, and priority of initiative as a slight to significant challenge. roi was 
the least challenging for providers, with 40 percent rating it as no challenge. Distributors and providers have 
the added challenge of upstream communication with suppliers to secure medical devices that include UDi 
labeling, with 96 percent rating it a slight to significant challenge. 
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Internal and External Challenges – Summary of Findings

the biggest external challenge for manufacturers is clearly the lack of a finalized regulation, including the 
outstanding decision regarding existing stores of inventory. Progress made now by manufacturers on UDi 
adoption is based on the expectation of the preliminary regulation and many manufacturers may be waiting for 
finalized regulation to move forward. a breakdown of manufacturer external challenges is illustrated in Figure 33.

Figure 33: Summary of Manufacturer External Challenges by Organization Size
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Sample Size: 44 Manufacturers

in all categories, manufacturers with less than 1,000 employees reported external factors as a significant 
challenge at a higher rate than manufacturers with more than 1,000 employees. 

all healthcare industry organizations face varying degrees of internal challenges in adopting UDi. respondents 
indicated that integration is the most significant challenge, with 93 percent of all organizations rating 
it a slight or significant challenge. these were consistent between manufacturers, and distributors and 
providers. this was followed by priority of initiative at 85 percent of all organizations rating it a slight or 
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significant challenge, with 52 percent of distributors and providers rating it a significant challenge compared 
to distributors at 21 percent. Budget approval and stakeholder collaborating were a challenge for 77 to 
80 percent with 27 percent of manufacturers rating it no challenge compared to distributors and providers 
at 8 percent. roi rated the least challenge by all organizations at 66 percent, being consistent across 
manufacturers and distributors and providers.

UDI Benefits and Application to other Business Processes

Benefits

the use of UDi is not limited to patient safety-related activities at the provider level and for notification of 
recalls of medical devices. instead, the UDi can be used to manage inventory and track medical devices 
throughout the supply from manufacturer to point of use. 

the survey rated four potential supply chain-related benefits of using UDi, all related to the availability of 
standardized data and information including:

 ■ data quality: Data are of high quality “if they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision 
making, and planning.”23 the “improvement of the quality of information in medical device adverse event 
reports, which will help the fDa identify product problems more quickly, better target recalls, and improve 
patient safety.”24

 ■ Information sharing: the ability to standardize and harmonize data to all users of the data linking people, 
systems, databases, and information of healthcare industry organizations to facilitate sharing, access, 
and collaboration among users.

 ■ Interoperability: the standardization of data between all organizations within the healthcare industry 
resulting in increased quality and consistency of data being exchanged. “Semantic interoperability, the 
ability to exchange data with meaning, is essential as data move from place to place between those who 
provide, pay for, and benefit from healthcare.”25

 ■ Supply chain transparency: the accessibility of thorough and readily available data detailing the source 
and flow of product between supply chain partners for facilitating regulatory compliance and traceability.

23 J. M. Juran. Quality Control Handbook, New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1951.
24 http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/uniquedeviceidentification/default.htm
25 http://library.ahima.org/xpedio/groups/public/documents/ahima/bok1_033589.hcsp?dDocName=bok1_033589
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Figure 34: Manufacturer Survey Responses: In addition to patient safety, which of the following are benefits of 
UDI adoption?
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manufacturers rated the functional areas as a slight or significant benefit at 65 percent or higher with 
interoperability leading at 79 percent, as illustrated in Figure 34. more than 25 percent of manufacturers 
rated data quality, information sharing, and supply chain transparency as having no benefit.

Distributors receive data and information from both the upstream manufacturers from whom they are 
purchasing medical devices, and downstream providers to whom they are reselling medical devices. adoption 
of UDi can standardize much of the data exchange for the distributor. Distributors that are required to re-label 
medical devices for their downstream customers may see this requirement diminish and eventually disappear 
as providers adopt UDi.
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Figure 35: Distributor and Provider Survey Responses: In addition to patient safety, which of the following are 
benefits of UDI adoption?
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Well over 90 percent of all distributors and providers indicated slight or significant benefits in all functional 
areas from UDi use, with 97 percent seeing supply chain transparency as a slight or significant benefit, as 
depicted in Figure 35. information sharing was rated as the highest significant benefit at 83 percent.

as the patient-facing organization within the healthcare industry, providers stand to benefit the most as they 
adopt UDi and gain access to the UDi database and associated medical device attributes. Providers may 
adopt the UDi as the item code and require suppliers (manufacturers and distributors) to include the UDi in 
all transactions, and continue the use of the UDi to their own supply chain tasks. there are also additional 
clinical benefits of bedside scanning or for eHrs for providers using UDi.

Provider Survey Comment on Benefits 

 ■ In addition to patient safety, we will use UDI for electronic health records (for recalls) and improved billing.

Provider Published Comments on Benefits 

 ■ The [American Hospital Association] AHA encourages the FDA to work with the Office of the National 

Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology to ensure that the certification of EHRs for meaningful 

use includes incorporation and accommodation of the UDI and associated AIDC technologies.26

 ■ A UDI system will add an element of transparency to the medical device industry by providing basic, 

standardized information on all medical devices.27

26 Letter from the AHA to the FDA dated November 7, 2012.
27 http://www.hfmmagazine.com/hfmmagazine/jsp/articledisplay.jsp?dcrpath=HFMMAGAZINE/Article/data/ 04APR2009/0904HFM_Checklist_MedicalDevice&domain=HFMMAGAZINE
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applications

this survey selected four possible functional applications for using UDi within a healthcare industry 
organization including:

 ■ Inventory management: Using UDi as an item code or internal identifier of a medical device for purposes 
of maintaining stock level.

 ■ Regulatory and quality assurance: Using UDi as an identifier for manufacturing recalls as well as 
expiration control.

 ■ Sales and marketing: Using UDi to attract customers; differentiator to other manufacturers or distributors 
that may carry the same or similar medical devices.

 ■ Order documentation: Using UDi as the primary identifier when placing restock or resupply orders, listing 
the UDi on the order confirmation, pick slip, or packing list.

Figure 36: Survey Responses: Will your organization utilize UDI within other functions?
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While only 47 percent of manufacturers felt UDi would be an application for regulatory and quality assurance, 
75 percent of distributors and providers felt it did, as illustrated in Figure 36. more than 50 percent of all 
survey respondents rated inventory management as an application of UDi. order documentation with sales 
and marketing were rated the lowest. 
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Benefits and applications of UdI – Summary Findings

the overall perception of UDi benefit is clearly seen as progressing from manufacturers at more than 65 
percent, to more than 90 percent for distributors and providers across the four functional areas. although the 
responsibility for UDi adoption will be regulatory requirement of the manufacturers, clearly providers and the 
patient-facing organizations envision taking greater advantage of UDi to improve supply chain operations. 

organizations reporting on their expected utilization of UDi in other functions within the organization revealed 
that inventory management was favorably reported by half of both manufacturers, and distributors and 
providers. Distributors and providers reported a higher use of UDi in regulatory and order documentation. 
neither respondent group showed much interest for UDi in sales and marketing.

Costs and Return on Investment  

adoption Costs

a manufacturer’s financial investment in UDi will highly depend on the specific company’s current state of it 
development and on their ability to mine internal systems to extract device attributes. 

Figure 37: Manufacturer Survey Responses: What is the planned or estimated investment cost to adopt UDI?

Cost Range

Organization Size

Under 1,000 Over 1,000 all

percent Responses percent Responses percent Responses

Under $100,000 24% 10% 33%

$100,000 - $499,999 5% 5% 10%

$500,00 - $1,999,999 0% 10% 10%

$2,000,000 - $4,999,999 0% 19% 19%

$5,000,000 - $9,999,999 0% 5% 5%

$10,000,000 or more 5% 19% 24%

Sample Size: 21 Manufacturers

as depicted in Figure 37, manufacturer respondents varied greatly in the comments with estimates on UDi 
adoption. close to one third predicted the estimated cost to be under $100,000, while another quarter 
estimated expenditures of over $10,000,000, and the remaining evenly spread in between the two extremes. 
most respondents indicated that their estimates were very preliminary, since they were unsure what all the 
final costs would amount to. 
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Figure 38: Manufacturer Survey Response: UDI Adoption

Manufacturer UdI Cost Example

estimated total expenditure over 3 years = $2.4m  

      + internal labor - $1.3m 

      + consulting - $1m 

      + SaP Software - $150K (one-time fee) 

      + Hardware - $100K 

      + GS1 Gtin fees - $25K (one-time fee per Gtin)  

      + GS1 annual registry fees - $15K 

      + Data extract/Pool Provider annual fees or per Gtin fees = $75K 

the example in Figure 38 details the costs associated for one manufacturer to adopt the GS1 standard. this 
manufacturer hired consultants to assist with the adoption process, as well as a data pool provider to manage 
their data. 

Manufacturer Interview Comments 

 ■ Our costs are estimated at $121 million across all manufacturing and sales locations.

GPO Interview Comments 

 ■ Our organization hired and tasked 20 nurses to verify the validity of all supplier medical device data which 

has proven to be costly, but highly beneficial as a competitive advantage.

in order to be able to read and use UDi data, healthcare providers must invest in it systems and leverage 
the use of UDi information for electronic patient records, adverse event reporting, product recalls, inventory 
management, and other applications related to positive identification of medical devices. 

Figure 39: Distributor and Provider Survey Responses: What is the planned or estimated investment cost to 
use UDI?

Cost Range

Organization Size

Under 1,000 Over 1,000 all

percent Responses percent Responses percent Responses

Under $100,000 33% 0% 33%

$100,000 - $499,999 0% 0% 0%

$500,00 - $1,999,999 0% 33% 33%

$2,000,000 - $4,999,999 0% 17% 17%

$5,000,000 - $9,999,999 0% 0% 0%

$10,000,000 or more 0% 17% 17%

Sample Size: 6 Providers

Six providers responded with an estimate of UDi adoption costs, as illustrated in Figure 39. as with 
manufacturers, their estimates were varied ranging from under $100,000 to over $10,000,000 with 33 
percent of distributors and providers with less than 1,000 employees indicating costs under $100,000 and 33 
percent of distributors with more than 1,000 employees indicating costs between $500,000 and $1,999,999.
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Distributor and Provider Interview Comments on Cost

 ■ We will not be able to take advantage of UDI until manufacturers fully integrate UDI into their systems, 

providing the data that comes along with the medical devices. We need the medical device attributes and 

are investing time and resources into mining device data.

Figure 40: Summary of Survey Responses: Which is the most expensive item you have incurred or expect to 
incur in UDI adoption?

Hardware
13%

Software
26%

Internal labor
20%

Contractor
10%

Training
4%

Don’t know
25%

Costs Manufacturers distributors and 
providers

all

Hardware 18% 7% 13%

Software 20% 34% 26%

internal labor 15% 28% 20%

contractor 10% 10% 10%

training 8% 3% 6%

Don’t know 30% 17% 25%

Sample Size: 40 Manufacturers, 29 Distributors and Providers

few manufacturers, distributors, or providers are at the point of being able to accurately account for all the 
costs of UDi adoption. as illustrated in Figure 40, pinpointing the most expensive element of adoption also 
proved difficult, with 25 percent of all respondents indicating they did not know. over a quarter of respondents 
selected software as the most expensive part of adoption, followed by internal labor followed at 20 percent, 
and hardware at 13 percent. contractor costs followed at 10 percent with training the lowest rated at 6 
percent. included in the survey was the cost of data standards with 0 percent respondents. 

Return on Investment

return on investment (roi) is a performance measure used to evaluate the profitability of an investment. to 
calculate roi, the benefit or return of an investment is divided by the total cost of the investment. in the case 
of UDi, roi is difficult to calculate, since the benefits of adoption may be intangible or may not be immediately 
seen by the organization. 
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Manufacturer Interview Comments on ROI

 ■ There is no ROI and the costs will be recorded as a compliance and regulatory expenditure.

 ■ UDI is a cost of doing business and patient safety. A direct ROI is difficult to calculate. The major benefits 

that UDI provides are primarily seen down the supply chain at the provider level. 

 ■ Distributors and providers may see a ROI from the elimination of relabeling devices. When customers save 

from UDI, manufacturers will stand to benefit from this customer satisfaction and savings.

 ■ ROI comes from the management of your data, in the configuration of UDI.

 ■ UDI will not be adopted as the internal item code due to smart part numbering to address varying country 

requirements, losing out on a potential ROI. 

 ■ We are looking to leverage ROI internationally. However, if UDI was used to replace internal item code, there 

would be more of an opportunity to have an ROI. 

 ■ The largest ROI will come in the form of customer satisfaction and being able to master the data.

Provider Interview Comments on ROI

 ■ We have not yet calculated ROI and believe that savings will come from the efficient categorization of items, 

product data quality, and cost avoidance of massive recalls.

Provider Published Comments on ROI

 ■ From an outside perspective, it might not sound all that expensive to adopt a system of unique device 

identifiers for products sold in America. In reality, however, the complexities of the UDI proposal and of the 

structure of the identifiers themselves pose unique challenges to medical device manufacturers seeking 

compliance. Still, optimism about the proposed rule is significant in the industry, as we (a GPO) have also 

sided with the AHA and the APSC has calculated that moving from a manual to an automated device tracking 

system could introduce savings of up to $16 billion per year.28

Cost and Return on Investment – Summary Findings

the costs associated with UDi adoption and subsequently the roi are hard to calculate. most respondents 
had difficulty calculating both measurements. 

the return on adopting UDi increases incrementally as more organizations in the supply chain adopt and 
use them. the roi for UDi will progressively increase as the entire industry moves to adoption of UDi via the 
management and leveraging of the data associated with medical devices. as more manufacturers adopt the 
UDi standards for internal labeling, then distributors and providers may no longer need to spend time and 
resources on relabeling products. UDi benefits are maximized when providers are able to fully integrate with 
UDi all the way to eHrs. manufacturers, distributors, and providers may all benefit in different ways. 

28 http://www.aptivsolutions.com/blog/medical-device/2013/01/udi-proposed-rule-garners-extensive-industry-feedback/
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 conclusion 

This report is intended to provide a useful cross-sectional perspective on UdI adoption by manufacturers, 
distributors, and providers. It provides these stakeholders’ views, perceptions, and insights to help frame 
and inform other organizations that are facing UdI adoption.

the majority of manufacturer, distributor, and provider participants in this study are at some point in the 
process of adopting UDi. manufacturers intend to meet regulations, while distributors and providers intend 
to take advantage of the standardization of device labeling and the expected benefits, starting with patient 
safety and extending into supply chain functionality as well as patient billing and record keeping.

manufacturers are adopting an iSo-certified data standard, either GS1 or HiBcc, based on their preferences 
from factors such as cost and global acceptance. the results that were most unexpected are that distributors 
and providers are also indicating a preference and in some cases planning to make it their specified standard, 
typically GS1, a mandatory requirement of suppliers. this may expedite what one interviewer predicted, “the 
medical device industry is large enough for two data standards, but i expect that eventually there will only be one.”

Since the UDi label will display both a human-readable format as well as a barcode, the use of aiDc 
technology should be a central focus for distributors and providers. two interesting comments were made 
during interviews with one manufacturer stating that the ability to read barcode data already exists at the 
provider level, while another felt that UDi would be the catalyst for providers to start using aiDc technology. 
Perhaps both are correct, but for effective utilization of UDi, aiDc, as well as the it systems, are essential. 
UDi may also necessitate changes to other business systems to facilitate an end-to-end solution.

UDi adoption is not without challenges for any of the organizations. manufacturers are particularly challenged 
by the lack of finalized regulation while proceeding with the adoption process. costs and corresponding budget 
approvals were also indicated as a challenge for all organizations involved in UDi adoption, as UDi initiatives 
compete for funding within organizations’ objectives. System integration was another cited challenge, as 
organizations gauge their need to modify or buy new systems to handle the standardized data.

Benefits such as data quality and information sharing were more clearly seen by distributors and providers, 
the intended users of UDi, while manufacturers that acknowledged its increased patient safety, see UDi as a 
regulatory requirement. Similarly, distributors and providers saw a greater use for UDi for regulatory purposes, 
while all organizations saw its application for inventory management.

it is much too early in the process for accurate estimates of costs, but organization size, number of medical 
devices for manufacturers, and patients served for providers, appears to have a clear correlation to costs 
estimated in the survey. roi was very elusive in this survey, with manufacturers repeating their expectation 
to expense it as regulatory compliance. Distributors and providers are looking for returns to be made up from 
efficiencies in the identification of expired and recalled products as well as use in patient billing and electronic 
health records.

We, Booz allen, hope the findings here offer useful information to help address the current knowledge gap 
faced by decision makers considering UDi adoption, and offer insights to supply chain participants as they 
make implementation choices.
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 appendix a: collaboration Partners

Booz allen would like to thank the following organizations for their contribution to and distribution of our survey:

 ■ abbott

 ■ alcon labs

 ■ american clinical laboratory association (acla)

 ■ american Hospital association (aHa)

 ■ american telemedicine association (ata)

 ■ arizona State University

 ■ association for Healthcare resource materials management (aHrmm)

 ■ automatic identification manufacturers north america (aim)

 ■ cooperative Services of florida inc.

 ■ Dental trade alliance (Dta)

 ■ federation of american Hospitals (faH)

 ■ franciscan missionaries of our lady Health System

 ■ fSenet

 ■ GHx inc.

 ■ GS1

 ■ Health industry Distribution association (HiDa)

 ■ Healthcare Distribution and manufacturing association (HDma)

 ■ HiBcc

 ■ Kaiser Permanente

 ■ medassets

 ■ medical Device manufacturers association (mDma)

 ■ medical Device Supply chain council (medSc)

 ■ national association of manufacturers  (nam)

 ■ orthonet

 ■ Premier inc.

 ■ Strategic marketplace initiative (Sim)

 ■ W.l. Gore & associates, inc.

 ■ Zimmer
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 appendix B: fDa UDi regulation

This rule is intended to substantially reduce existing obstacles to the adequate identification of medical 
devices used in the United States. By making it possible to rapidly and definitively identify a device and 
key attributes that affect its safe and effective use, the rule would reduce medical errors that result from 
misidentification of a device or confusion concerning its appropriate use. 

the identification system established under this rule would lead to more accurate reporting of adverse events 
by making it easier to identify the device prior to submitting a report. it would allow fDa, healthcare providers, 
and industry to more rapidly extract useful information from adverse event reports, pinpoint the particular 
device at issue and thereby gain a better understanding of the underlying problems, and take appropriate, 
better focused, corrective action. the rule will also require dates on medical device labels to conform to a 
standard format to ensure those dates are unambiguous and clearly understood by device users. 

With the main purpose of increasing patient safety, the fDa has proposed regulation requiring manufactures 
to label medical devices with a unique device identifier (UDi). 

although proposed dates for adoption by class of medical device have been tentatively set, the fDa accepted 
comments through november 7, 2012.

the fDa has not designated a specific standard for the UDi. currently, there are several industry-accepted and 
used standards that include but are not limited to:

 ■ GS1: global standards across multiple sectors.

 ■ Health Industry Business Communication Council (HIBCC): standards specific to the healthcare 
industry.

 ■ Mil Spec 130: Department of Defense (DoD) developed standards.

 ■ International Council for Commodity in Blood Banking automation, Inc. (ICCBBa): specific to the 
laboratory health market.
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 appendix c: Survey questions

Name:

Organization:

Title:

Email Address:

Verify Email Address:

Phone Number:

1. In order to receive a copy of the report, please provide information about yourself 
and your organization.

2. How many people does your company employ? 

Under 100nmlkj

100-499 nmlkj

500-999 nmlkj

1,000-2,499 nmlkj

2,500-4,999 nmlkj

5,000-9,999 nmlkj

10,000-19,999 nmlkj

Over 20,000
 

nmlkj

3. What department are you part of? 
 (Select the most applicable.)

Procurement
 

nmlkj

Supply Chain
 

nmlkj

Manufacturing
 

nmlkj

Packaging
 

nmlkj

Quality Assurance
 

nmlkj

Regulatory Affairs
 

nmlkj

Information Technology
 

nmlkj

Corporate / Sales / Finance
 

nmlkj

Clinical
 

nmlkj

Other
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)  
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4. Do you participate in the decision making for UDI adoption within your organization? 

Yes, I am leading the UDI adoptionnmlkj

Yes, I am participating on UDI adoptionnmlkj

Yes, our organization has already adopted UDInmlkj

No, I do not work on UDI adoptionnmlkj

5. What is your organization type? 
 (Check the most applicable.)

Manufacturer / Labeler
 

nmlkj

Distributor
 

nmlkj

Hospital / Provider / Integrated Delivery Network (IDN)
 

nmlkj

Other
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)  

Manufacturer Questions

6. Does your organization intend to adopt UDI data standards for identifying medical 
devices in the supply chain?

Yes, adoption completenmlkj

Yes, in the adoption processnmlkj

Yes, pending final FDA regulationnmlkj

Yes, pending for reasons other than final FDA regulationnmlkj

No current plans for adoptionnmlkj

Both “pending” responses lead to #10

 “No” responses lead to question #8

Responses of “adoption complete” and 
“adoption in process” lead to #7

7. Has your organization started using UDI in some or all transactions?

Yesnmlkj

No nmlkj
All responses lead to #10
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8.  Why is your organization not adopting a UDI standard? 

Inability to meet proposed requirements (due to labeling, timing, or other reasons)gfedc

Not applicable to organization product linesgfedc

Perceived value to organizationgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

9. Please add any additional comments you have about UDI.
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10.  What UDI data standard will your organization use?
 (Select all that apply.) 

GS1gfedc

HIBCC - The Health Industry Business Communications Council gfedc

ICCBBA - International Council for Commonality in Blood Banking Automation, Inc. gfedc

Mil Spec 130gfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Other (please specify)

11. Which class of medical devices does your organization manufacture and/or label? 
(Select all that apply.) (Click here to see the classifications.)

gfedc

gfedc

 
gfedc

Class III Medical Devices - Devices that support or sustain human life. Some examples include: implantable pacemaker, 
pulse generators, HIV diagnostic tests, automated external defibrillators, and implants.  

Class II Medical Devices - Examples include: powered wheelchairs, infusion pumps, and surgical drapes.

Class I Medical Devices - Examples include: elastic bandages, examination gloves, and hand-held surgical instruments.
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12. What automatic identification and data capture technology is your organization using 
or plans to use for the adoption of UDI data standards? 

 (Select all that apply.)

1D barcodesgfedc

2D barcodesgfedc

RFIDgfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Don't knowgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

13.  After scanning the various bar code types, can the bar code data be: 

Yes No Don't know

Captured and stored in 

inventory management or 

other IT system

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessed and used within 

IT system such as for 

notification of upcoming 

expirations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linked to other IT systems 

such as for order 

management or the alert of 

recalls

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

14.  What is your organization's IT systems solution for managing UDI?  
 (Select most applicable answer.)

Decentralized solution by department or regionnmlkj

Central solution, not integratednmlkj

Central solution, integratednmlkj

Hosted solutionnmlkj

My organization has not decidednmlkj

I don't knownmlkj
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15. Which division(s) is/are spearheading the adoption of the UDI data standard?  
 (Select all that apply.)

Corporate / Managementgfedc

IT
 

gfedc

Manufacturinggfedc

Quality Assurancegfedc

Regulatory Compliance / Risk Managementgfedc

Sales and Marketinggfedc

Supply Chaingfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

16.  Will your organization utilize UDIs within other functions?  
 (Select all that apply.) 

Inventory management / Receiving and returnsgfedc

Regulatory / Quality assurance / Recallsgfedc

Catalogs or other marketing / sales materialsgfedc

Order documentationgfedc

Do not plan to apply UDIgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

17.  Do your customers require UDI for any of the following? 
 (Select all that apply.)

Yes Expected in the future No

Medical device labels nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Catalogs or other 

marketing / sales materials
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Order documentation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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18.  How will UDI implementation affect your systems?

UDI will not change this 
function

Modify existing 
systems for this 

function

Build or buy new 
systems for this function

Don’t know how this 
function will change

Inventory / Production 

Systems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Barcodes/ Readers / 

Scanners
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Supply Chain Partner 

Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

ERP / Financial System nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify)  

19.  How much internal challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

Budget approval nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Clear business case / ROI nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Collaboration among 

adoption stakeholders
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Implementation plan nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Integration with existing 

systems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Labeling and packaging 

capabilities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Priority of initiative nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Selection of UDI standard nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

20.  How much external challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

Lack of finalized regulation

UDI standards associated costs

Availability of qualified 

contractors / service providers
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21.  In addition to patient safety, which of the following are benefits of UDI adoption?

No benefit Slight benefit Significant benefit

UDI will improve data 

quality and integrity
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

information sharing
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

interoperability with other 

systems and/or 

organizations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve supply 

chain transparency and 

visibility

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

22.  What is the planned or estimated investment cost for your organization to adopt a 
UDI data standard (in USD)? 
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23.  Select the most expensive item of the following UDI adoption costs that you have 
incurred or expect to incur. 

 (Select one.)

Hardware
 

nmlkj

Software
 

nmlkj

Internal Labor
 

nmlkj

Outside Contractor / Consulting Fees
 

nmlkj

SKU issuing agency fees (UDI Standards Organizations)
 

nmlkj

Training
 

nmlkj

Don't know
 

nmlkj

Other
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)  
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Distributor Questions

24.  Does your organization intend to use UDI data standards to identify medical devices 
in the supply chain?

The “No” response leads to #25

All “Yes” responses lead to #27

Yes, already using UDI
 

nmlkj

Yes, in the adoption process
 

nmlkj

Yes, in the planning process
 

nmlkj

No current plans for adoption
 

nmlkj

25.  Why is your organization not adopting a UDI standard? 

Associated costsgfedc

FDA regulation does not apply to our organizationgfedc

Lack of demand from customersgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

26. Please add any additional comments you have about UDI.
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27.  What UDI data standards will your organization be able to read?
 (Select all that apply.) 

GS1gfedc

HIBCC - The Health Industry Business Communications Council gfedc

ICCBBA - International Council for Commonality in Blood Banking Automation, Inc. gfedc

Mil Spec 130gfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Other (please specify)
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28. What automatic identification and data capture technology is your organization using 
or plans to use for the adoption of UDI data standards? 

 (Select all that apply.)

1D barcodesgfedc

2D barcodesgfedc

RFIDgfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Don't knowgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

29.  After scanning the various bar code types, can the bar code data be: 

Yes No Don't know

Captured and stored in 

inventory management or 

other IT system

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessed and used within 

IT system such as for 

notification of upcoming 

expirations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linked to other IT systems 

such as for order 

management or the alert of 

recalls

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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30. Which division(s) is/are spearheading the adoption of the UDI data standard?  
 (Select all that apply.)

Corporate / Managementgfedc

IT
 

gfedc

Manufacturinggfedc

Quality Assurancegfedc

Regulatory Compliance / Risk Managementgfedc

Sales and Marketinggfedc

Supply Chaingfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

31.  Will your organization utilize UDIs within other functions?  
 (Select all that apply.) 

Inventory management / Receiving and returnsgfedc

Regulatory / Quality assurance / Recallsgfedc

Catalogs or other marketing / sales materialsgfedc

Order documentationgfedc

Do not plan to apply UDIgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

32.  Is your organization requiring suppliers to use UDI on the following? 
 (Select all that apply.)

Yes Plan to in the future No

Medical device labels nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Catalogs or other 

marketing / sales materials
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Order documentation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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33.  Are any of your customers requiring UDI on the following? 
 (Select all that apply.)

Yes Expected in the future No

Medical device labels nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Catalogs or other 

marketing / sales materials
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Order documentation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

34.  How will UDI change the following systems?

UDI will not change this 
function

Modify existing 
systems for this 

function

Build or buy new 
systems for this function

Don’t know how this 
function will change

Barcodes/ Readers /
Scanners

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

ERP / Financial System nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Inventory nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

ERP / Financial System nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Supply Chain Partner
Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

35.  In addition to patient safety, which of the following are benefits of UDI adoption?

No benefit Slight benefit Significant benefit

UDI will improve data 

quality and integrity
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

information sharing
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

interoperability with other 

systems and/or 

organizations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve supply 

chain transparency and 

visibility

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

36.  What is the planned or estimated investment cost for your organization to adopt a 
UDI data standard (in USD)? 
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37.  Which is the most expensive item you have incurred or expect to incur with the use 
of UDIs?

 (Select one.)

Hardware
 

nmlkj

Software
 

nmlkj

Internal Labor
 

nmlkj

Outside Contractor / Consulting Fees
 

nmlkj

Training
 

nmlkj

Don't know
 

nmlkj

Other
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)  

38.  How much internal challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

Cost to adopt and operate nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Clear business case / ROI nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Communication with

upstream and downstream

supply chain partners

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Integration with existing 

systems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Priority of initiative among

competing projects
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

39.  Is your organization responsible for the manufacturing / labeling of private label 
medical devices that may require UDIs?

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj
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40.  For your private label products, what UDI data standard will your organization use?
 (Select all that apply.) 

GS1gfedc

HIBCC - The Health Industry Business Communications Council gfedc

ICCBBA - International Council for Commonality in Blood Banking Automation, Inc. gfedc

Mil Spec 130gfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Other (please specify)

41. Which class of medical devices does your organization offer under private label? 
(Select all that apply.) (Click here to see the classifications.)

gfedc

gfedc

 
gfedc

Class III Medical Devices - Devices that support or sustain human life. Some examples include: implantable pacemaker, 
pulse generators, HIV diagnostic tests, automated external defibrillators, and implants.  

Class II Medical Devices - Examples include: powered wheelchairs, infusion pumps, and surgical drapes.

Class I Medical Devices - Examples include: elastic bandages, examination gloves, and hand-held surgical instruments.

42.  What is your organization's IT systems solution for managing UDI?  
 (Select most applicable answer.)

Decentralized solution by department or regionnmlkj

Central solution, not integratednmlkj

Central solution, integratednmlkj

Hosted solutionnmlkj

My organization has not decidednmlkj

I don't knownmlkj
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43.  How much internal challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

Budget approval nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Clear business case / ROI nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Collaboration among 

adoption stakeholders
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Implementation plan nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Integration with existing 

systems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Labeling and packaging 

capabilities
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Priority of initiative nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Selection of UDI standard nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

44.  How much external challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

Lack of finalized regulation

UDI standards associated costs

Availability of qualified 

contractors / service providers

Provider Questions

45.  Does your organization intend to use UDI data standards to identify medical devices 
in the supply chain?

The “No” response leads to #46

All “Yes” responses lead to #48

Yes, already using UDI
 

nmlkj

Yes, in the adoption process
 

nmlkj

Yes, in the planning process
 

nmlkj

No current plans for adoption
 

nmlkj

46.  Why is your organization not adopting a UDI standard? 

Associated costsgfedc

FDA regulation does not apply to our organizationgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)
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47. Please add any additional comments you have about UDI.
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48.  What UDI data standards will your organization be able to read?
 (Select all that apply.) 

GS1gfedc

HIBCC - The Health Industry Business Communications Council gfedc

ICCBBA - International Council for Commonality in Blood Banking Automation, Inc. gfedc

Mil Spec 130gfedc

My organization has not decidedgfedc

Other (please specify)

49. What UDI formats can your organization read? 
 (Select all that apply.)

1D barcodesgfedc

2D barcodesgfedc

RFIDgfedc

My organization cannot read any UDI formatsgfedc

Don't knowgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)
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50.  After scanning the various bar code types, can the bar code data be: 

Yes No Don't know

Captured and stored in 

inventory management or 

other IT system

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessed and used within 

IT system such as for 

notification of upcoming 

expirations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linked to other IT systems

such as for order

management, to receive

alerts of recalls, for patient

records and bedside scans,

and patient billing

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

51. Which division(s) is/are spearheading the adoption of the UDI data standard?  
 (Select all that apply.)

Corporate / Managementgfedc

IT
 

gfedc

Clinicalgfedc

Quality Assurancegfedc

Regulatory Compliance / Risk Managementgfedc

Sales and Marketinggfedc

Supply Chaingfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

52.  Is your organization requiring suppliers to use UDI on the following? 
 (Select all that apply.)

Yes Plan to in the future No

Medical device labels nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Catalogs or other 

marketing / sales materials
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Order documentation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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53.  Will your organization utilize UDIs within other functions?  
 (Select all that apply.) 

Inventory management / Receiving and returnsgfedc

Regulatory / Quality assurance / Recallsgfedc

Internal resupply order documentationgfedc

Do not plan to apply UDIgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify)

54.  How will UDI change the following systems?

UDI will not change this 
function

Modify existing 
systems for this 

function

Build or buy new 
systems for this function

Don’t know how this 
function will change

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Barcodes/ Readers /
Scanners

Clinical Documents
Architecture (CDA)

Electronic Health Records
(EHR) Exchange

ERP / Financial System

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkjInventory

Supply Chain Partner
Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI)

55.  How much internal challenge is your organization facing with regards to using UDI?

No challenge Slight challenge Significant challenge

Cost to adopt and operate nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Clear business case / ROI nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Communication with

upstream supply chain

partners

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Integration with existing 

systems
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Priority of initiative among

competing projects
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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56.  In addition to patient safety, which of the following are benefits of UDI adoption?

No benefit Slight benefit Significant benefit

UDI will improve data 

quality and integrity
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

information sharing
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve 

interoperability with other 

systems and/or 

organizations

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

UDI will improve supply 

chain transparency and 

visibility

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

57.  What is the planned or estimated investment cost for your organization to use UDI 
(in USD)?

 

55

66

58.  Which is the most expensive item you have incurred or expect to incur with the use 
of UDIs?

 (Select one.)

Hardware
 

nmlkj

Software
 

nmlkj

Internal Labor
 

nmlkj

Outside Contractor / Consulting Fees
 

nmlkj

Training
 

nmlkj

Don't know
 

nmlkj

Other
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)  
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Conclusion

59. If you have calculated a return on investment (ROI) for implementing a UDI data 
standard, please share how you arrived at the ROI.

 When do you anticipate achieving your ROI?

 

55

66

60. Please add any additional comments about your organization’s UDI adoption / use.

 

55

66
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